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A similar account should, no doubt, be given of Hungarian
balladry.1  Its originality is probably more musical than narrative.
The Magyars have stubbornly adhered to their language which,
being non-Aryan, cuts them oif from communication with all other
Europeans. What thev create in this language is their own peculiar
treasure,  and  remains  veiled  before  the  curiosity  of western
scholars.  They cannot easily lend, but they can borrow through
the languages (especially German) which their isolated position
compels them to learn.   Hungarians are of necessity bilingual or
polyglot, and they acquire for themselves the advantages possessed
by their neighbours.  Their ballads thus are part of a continuous
pattern with those of Czechoslovakia and Austria, though I have
encountered no instance of borrowing from the former.  They are
of late German type in both technique and topics, but they show
also some novel aspects.  The life of the Puszta, with its cowboys
and cattle raids, is unlike that of any other part of Europe, and it is
celebrated in songs, chiefly of a lyric kind.  A strong air of freedom
blows through them.   They are defiant of poverty and of restraint:
I am an orphan unafraid,
I get along with what I'm paid,,
my herds are work done by my hands,
my two hands serve all my commands.,
and the wide plain's my home.
Love lyrics occupy the greater portion of the Hungarian collec-
tions. They are often sprightly, and touched with imagination.
Humour and satire, drinking and dancing songs show equal verve.
At the other extreme there are some notable religious songs, such
as The Magyar Galley-Slaves* Song, which dates from the persecu-
tion of Protestantism by the Hapsburgs in the seventeenth century.
The religious reform produced one of many situations in which
Hungarians opposed Austrians. Rdkoczi's March celebrates a more
purely political occasion in the eighteenth century, though its music
dates only, as it would seem, from 1809. Soldiers8 songs are
numerous, and are those of the conscript type. The situations may
be universal, but the settings are modern, such as the watch on the
frontier in 1866 and the attack on Bosnia in 1878. The emperor
Francis Joseph is mentioned not without affection; though emo-
tions of distaste and repugnance are usually evident in references
to the necessity and conditions of military service.
1 See Note J, p. 389.

